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Hit and Run Suspect Orland Lewis 
Captured After Tip From Public 

 
A Los Angeles man sought for felony hit and run captured after foot pursuit with 
Beverly Hills PD!  
 
Following last week’s press release and news coverage on wanted suspect Orland Lewis, the Hawthorne 
Police Department received tips from the public indicating Lewis had been seen on a number of 
occasions at Saks 5th Avenue in Beverly Hills. Both the store and the Beverly Hills PD were alerted to be 
on the lookout for Lewis. 
 
On 3/6/16 at about 2:30 in the afternoon, Orland Lewis and a companion, later identified as Tavon 
Bougues, were spotted at the store. The Beverly Hills PD were alerted and responded to the location at 
which point Lewis and Bougues fled on foot. Both subjects were pursued by officers and eventually 
cornered in a Subway store on Wilshire Boulevard. Lewis fought with officers inside the store but was 
eventually taken into custody. During the course of the struggle, an officer observed Bogues throw an 
object behind the Subway counter, which later turned out to be a loaded .25 caliber handgun.  
 
Lewis and Bogues were arrested for a variety of charges including fraud, resisting arrest and possessing 
a loaded firearm.  
 
Charges will be pending by both Beverly Hills PD and the Hawthorne Police Department. 
 
The Hawthorne Police Department would like to take this opportunity to thank the public for their 
assistance in bringing Orland Lewis to justice.  
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